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Active Learning – why?
 2006 – Introduction to Pharmaceutical Chemistry (65-

70 first year Pharmacy students)

 Students - practice

 Measure learning

 Provide feedback

 Formative assessment

 Commercial packages e.g. OWL, Ace Organic



An Alternative?

 Requirements

◦ Draw and interpret molecules

◦ Economical to implement

◦ Rapid feedback

◦ Flexible

◦ Tailored

 Components

◦ Blackboard or Moodle

◦ MarvinSketch applet

◦ Drawing package



Implementation with SMILES

 Simplified Molecular Input Line Entry 
Specification

 Algorithm for converting chemical structures to ASCII 

 MarvinSketch from Chemaxon

◦ Free for academic use

◦ Readily converts structures to SMILES

◦ Available as JAVA applet

◦ Run from any web browser



Student Interface

 Fortnightly assignments – split into two batches

 Each batch contains 4/5 questions



Flexibility and Feedback

 Questions tailored to discipline

 Rapid feedback to students



Potential Pitfalls

 Multiple answers

 Plagiarism?

◦ Random order

◦ Prohibit backtracking

◦ Release feedback after deadline

◦ Question Pools

◦ Bank 1000+ questions



Student Feedback

 Questionnaire at end of term

◦ 93% agreed “beneficial learning experience”

◦ 88% agreed “useful revision tool”

◦ “It gives you opportunity to figure out gaps in learning and 

work on them”

◦ “It gets you to review and revise notes regularly”

◦ “It’s great for revision, helped to understand mechanisms”

A Beneficial Learning Experience?

Strongly Agree Agree Neutral

A Useful Revision Tool?

Strongly Agree Agree Neutral Disagree



Development and Expansion
 DIT Chemistry
◦ Dr Gráinne Hargaden

◦ Final year undergraduate Chemistry students

 University of Limerick
◦ Dr Peter Davern



From first year to final year…

 Dr JJ Keating and Dr Eileen O’Leary SOP

 Re-emphasise fundamental science in final year

 Highlight links between chemistry and clinical 

practice

 Feedback from external sources



Implementation

 Three Interventions

◦ Videos, online assignments, student MCQs

 Panopto video – narrated slides & PPT

 Three topics

◦ Drug metabolism, Lipophilicity, pKa/distribution

 15-30 minutes duration

◦ Theoretical underpinnings

◦ Practical applications

 Online assignments – Drug class



Question types: Jumbled Sentence

 Relating structure to physicochemical 
properties



Question types: Calculations

 Pharmaceutical calculations and information 
retrieval



MarvinSketch question types

 Identify and draw drug metabolites

 Given prodrug, identify and draw active compound

 Assign stereochemical configuration and draw specific 

stereoisomers

 Identify predominant form at particular pH



Feedback

 Marks and feedback following deadline



Outcomes – Student Performance

 Pre- and post-assignments MCQ

◦ Pre-intervention average 58.5%; Post-intervention average 65.5%

 82% found it an ‘enjoyable way to learn’

 77% are ‘more confident in discussing pharmaceutical chemistry 

concepts’

 Minimal use of videos
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Recent Developments

 Phasing out of Java-based MarvinSketch (client side)

 Replaced with Javascript-based MarvinJS (server side)

 Questions fully integrated into Blackboard

 Tablets in class?



Technology-enabled flipped classroom

 Flipped classroom reverses the traditional learning 

environment

 Students watch online lectures and engage in problem 

solving in the classroom with the guidance of lecturer

 PF2012 – Pharmaceutical Analysis

 Interpretation of spectra

 Have students engaged with pre-classroom material???

 Online interactive videos



Interactive videos

 Created using Articulate

 SCORM package imported into Blackboard



Questions

 Video interspersed with questions

 Based on previous material



Analytics

 SCORM returns completion data to Grade Centre



Classroom problem sessions

 Students work through problems of increasing 

complexity

 Integration with other modules via ‘Pharma Family’



Post-classroom assessment

 Assess student learning via Blackboard

 Additional practice

 Identifying features in spectra, predicting absorbances, 

drawing fragment ions etc…

 Marks and feedback positive
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Active learning: 

‘Activating’ students and students as active participants

Dr Małgorzata Krasnodębska-D’Aughton, School of History, UCC

UCC President’s Award for Excellence in Teaching, 2016/17



Outline 

• Challenges in teaching history & medieval history

• Personal background

• Teaching philosophy

• Case studies

• The use of multiple means of action and entry points

• The use of multiple means of expression for students 

• Differing approaches across differ years of study to activate learning

• Alignment of differing approaches to gradual development of students as 
independent learners and researchers

• Discussion



Challenges in teaching history & medieval history

• Student profile

• Entry points: CK101, 2017 – 346 points

• Diverse student profile

• Subject of history

• Relevance

• Teaching history & teaching the skills

• Employability

• Area of medieval history

• Niche area

• Relevance

• Employability

• Design new ways of thinking about old problems 

• Traditional skills of a historian (primary evidence & source analysis)

• Digital repositories and experiential learning in non-classroom environments

• Teaching spaces



Personal background

KUL University, Lublin University College Cork

National Museum of Ireland

• Part-time lecturing: Trinity College Dublin, 

University College Dublin, All Hallows 

College & the Open University. 

• Heritage sector: ‘Franciscan Faith: Sacred Art 

in Ireland’ & ‘Medieval Ireland’ exhibitions, 

NMI.

• Digital projects: Material Culture of Irish 

Mendicant Orders (now in Irish Virtual 

Research Library and Archive) & Monastic 

Ireland Project (www.monastic.ie).

• Arts projects: Friars Walk performance  & 

programmes on RTÉ Lyric FM.

• Collaboration: history, art history, archaeology, 

theology, heritage, digital media and arts.

https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/c/c7/Lublin,kul,courtyard1.JPG


The use of multiple means of action and entry points

Hi1005: Pilgrims and Crusaders



The use of multiple means of action and entry points: 

Popular culture

I hear Jerusalem bells a-ringing

Roman cavalry choirs are singing

Be my mirror, my sword and shield

My missionaries in a foreign field

For some reason I can't explain

Once you'd gone there was never

Never an honest word

And that was when I ruled the world

It was a wicked and wild wind

Blew down the doors to let me in

Shattered windows and the sound of drums

People couldn't believe what I'd become

Revolutionaries wait

For my head on a silver plate

Just a puppet on a lonely string

Oh who would ever want to be king?

I hear Jerusalem bells a-ringing

Roman cavalry choirs are singing

Be my mirror, my sword and shield

My missionaries in a foreign field

For some reason I can't explain

I know St Peter won't call my name

Never an honest word

But that was when I ruled the world



The use of multiple means of action and entry points: 
Popular culture

Kingdom of Heaven, 2005 

Balian of Ibelin:  What is Jerusalem? Your holy places lie 
over the Jewish temple that the Romans pulled down. The 
Muslim places of worship lie over yours. Which is more 
holy? The wall? The mosque? The sepulchre? Who has 
claim. No one has claim. All have claim.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LzsQhiYblck



Israeli Culture Minister Miri Regev at Cannes opening gala, 18 May 2017

The use of multiple means of action and entry points: 

Fashion and politics 



Israeli Culture Minister Miri Regev at Cannes opening gala, 18 May 2017 and web responses to the dress.



https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/series/guardian-comment-cartoon?page=2

Exercise

• Group work

• Image study: description and interpretation

The use of multiple means of action and entry points: Politics

https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/series/guardian-comment-cartoon?page=2


Making medieval history relevant: 
New information and memory aids

Medieval pilgrimage routes

• Port of Jaffa/ Joppa

• Mt Nebo



Memorising and understanding: Group quiz

1. Medieval pilgrims regarded Mount Sinai as 

the site where

□ Christ delivered the Sermon on the Mount 

□ Moses received the Ten Commandments

□ Moses died 

2. Moses died on
□ Mount Sinai
□ Mount Nebo
□ the Temple Mount

3. Egeria’s description of the holy land and 
Jerusalem dates to

□ the second century
□ the third century

□ the fourth century

4. The Madaba map represents

□ a Roman road system

□ a map of the Roman Empire

□ a map of the Holy Land

5. The Madaba map was made in

□ the second century

□ the fourth century

□ the sixth century

6. The Temple Mount was regarded by the Jews as 

□ the site of Abraham’s sacrifice

□ the site of the Temple

□ both of the above

7. The First Temple in Jerusalem was built by

□ King David

□ King Solomon

□ King Herod the Great

8. The Second Temple was built following

□ the Babylonian captivity

□ the Roman capture of Jerusalem

□ the Egyptian looting of Jerusalem



Teaching skills: Source studies 

• Professional and personal skills

• Skills of a historian (historical interpretation, source analysis and evaluation)

• Awareness of variety of sources: visual sources and textual sources (slow reading)

• Soft skills: communication and collaboration

• Variety of expression: individual and group work, quizzes, discussion, individual presentation, essay, exam



Different voices and different perspectives: Collaboration



Alignment of differing approaches to gradual development of students 

as independent learners and researchers 

Hi2105 Case Studies in Research Skills



Teaching research skills: Medieval preaching

Careers of famous Franciscan preachers in Ireland

• Annals of Ulster, U1454.6/ Tadgh O’Donoghue

• Annals of Ulster, U1486.17/ Donal O’Fallon

• Annals of Ulster, U1492.28/ Angus MacNulty

• Annals of Ulster, U1505.13/ Patrick O'Feidhil

• http://www.ucc.ie/celt/published/T100001C/index.html

• CELT/ Corpus of Electronic Texts 

• Ireland’s first and longest running Humanities computing project

• 5% of hits for UCC websites

http://www.ucc.ie/celt/published/T100001C/index.html


• Annals of Ulster, U1454.6: A sermon was preached this year on the Cloch-cuir in Fir-Manach by Tadhg 
Ua Donnchadha (Tadgh O’Donoghue), namely, on the feast- day of St. Lawrence.

• Annals of Ulster, U1486.17: A general Synod was held in Droiched-atha by the archbishop of Ard-
Macha, namely, Octavian the Italian and the bishops and clergy of the North of Ireland, on the (5th of the 
Ides) 11th of July. Domnall Ua Fallamhain (Donal O’Fallon), namely, Friar Minor of Stricter Observance 
and the preacher that did most service to Irishmen since Patrick was in Ireland, was at that Synod, 
endeavouring to release his Letters for the bishopric of Derry, which had been granted to him that time 
from Rome.

• Donal O’Fallon: vicar provincial, 1472-75, bp of Derry, 1485-1500.

• Annals of Ulster, U1492.28: Aengus Mac-an-Ulltaigh (Angus MacNulty), namely, a Friar Minor of 
Stricter Observance and good, reputable preacher, died in Autumn.

• Annals of Ulster, 1505 U1505.13: Patrick O'Feidhil, namely, a Friar Minor of Stricter Observance and a 
distinguished, honoured preacher in Ireland and in Scotland, died. And he died in the monastery of Tech-
Molaigi and was buried in it.

• http://www.ucc.ie/celt/published/T100001C/index.html



Collaboration: History programmes and library



Training students as historians and professionals

Hi6091 Skills for Medieval Historians, 

MA in Medieval History



Becoming a historian: Hi6091 Skills for Medieval Historians

• MA in Medieval History: three taught modules in medieval 

history, a module in applied history, a Latin module and a 

dissertation 

• Collaborative online exhibition

• Field trip

• Work placements



• Professional skills, such as writing about 

public history, editing, dealing with 

copyright issues and plagiarism, working to 

deadlines, marketing and publicity;

• Soft skills of communication, collaboration, 

team work.



www.monastic.ie



Embedding research in curriculum

• Jesse Harrington, Undergraduate Awards 2012 winner, essay submitted for the Hi3122 module

• Natasha Dukelow and Martha Ewence, joint winners of  Jennifer O'Reilly Memorial Prize awarded by the School of History for 

the best BA degree project in Medieval History, dissertations submitted for the third-year seminar, February 2017.



Closing remarks based on observation and student feedback

• Students enjoy learning that involves creativity and collaboration 

• Students like to see how teaching relates to their intellectual needs

• Students enjoy practical aspects of learning 

• Students like being involved

• Students enjoy working things out 

• Students work well in groups

• Importance of keeping the sense of fun in teaching

• Importance of teaching the discipline


